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About This Game

Unreal Heroes

is a 2D game inspired by strike force heroes and built on unreal engine 4.

This game only have deathmatch mode at the moment but he will receive few major update after his release with new game
mods , characthers,levels and weapons.
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Title: Unreal Heroes
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
OxPrime Studio
Publisher:
OxPrime Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core-2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 480, Radeon 4870

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space
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This is the first time I write a review, and I only do this because I loved this game and more people should play it!
I was expecting this game since I had played the demo. And all the waiting really paid back.
It is one of this games with really simple but deep gameplay and mechanics: you learn quickly how to play, but as you progress it
requires strategy and a lot of thinking for your next move.
Add to this the lovely pixel graphics and retro music, many upgrades, bonus missions, and you have a really awesome game to
spent hours on.
You should definitely buy this Missile Cards!. Love the song picks, but the tracks felt really uninspired.
If you're looking for more chill tracks, this might be the pack for you. But I was really missing the excitement factor in these
ones, compared to the original tracks. I also would have liked to see at least one boss fight track in the dlc.
Again, the songs were good picks (I love monstercat) but the beat tracks just didn't live up to expectations from experiencing all
of the base game songs.. A classic video game and one of the best that Steam has to offer.. DONT BUY IT WAS
ABANDONED A LONG TIME AGO. fun for 1 min then boring. Best game i ever played. I thought murder miners was really
good until i played this fantastic game! It's totally not a way-worse, money costing version of unturned! IT doesn't even have any
bugs it's the most well made game i have ever played! Also there are so many people playing this game if you want to join
online there is always at least 50 servers open all the time. AND DON'T EVEN GET ME STARTED ON THE GRAPHICS!
They are so good i J I Z Z my pants everytime i play this game!. game does not work even with minimum requirements. every
time i start the game it starts glitching back and forth to my desktop page and the game page then i get an error saying script
cannot be compiled.
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This game looked so fun at first but, the missions ruin it for me. to get more money and, upgrades you have to complete certain
tasks. a lot of them are great but, eventually you end up with 4 missions that seem overly difficult and, using weapons that you
don't want to use.

 the worst one is launch the dummy 3 meters with a spike. everytime the spike hits him it will go to one meter. the spike will
retract it will count retracting as negative movement moving you back to zero. throw the dummy up in the air. got like 2.9 at one
point out of sheer luck. the dummy will then be pulled by gravity and, the meter will go back to zero. getting hit by a spike
again. even if it's the same spike will reset the progress.

another difficult one is for the head to get chopped off by the axe weapon. now the game is trying to get me to do record
breaking damage to a specific part of the dummies body. of which there are many (2 for each limb) with a an extremly
expensive weapon thats very large and, although powerful, its not that powerful even if its fully upgraded.

I really want to recomend this game but, because it's fun when you can just mess around with the weapons but, having those
missions there make me feel like im wasting my time not trying to achive them. and the ones that are not fun are not so because
they take so much time and, luck to achive that you spend more time getting mad at the game than have fun. thefore i have to
give this game the thumbs down.. 9 out 10; Trump supporters will be offended.. I don't want to be harsh, but compared to
something like space pirate trainer, this is very bland. It kind of works, but the first round is just punishing long and boring, felt
like about 10 minutes of just shooting one of 3-4 different guys, with little feedback on hits or feeling of immersion. The
graphics are ok, but not great. By the end of that first round I had a sore neck and I was just really wanting it to finish so I could
quit. The intro might have been all charming and quaint etc. but the sound didn't play and there are no subtitles as far as I can
see, so that was a dead loss. Kind of wish I'd just quit out and got a refund.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/vpfb1Wttv8Q

Okay, this is not GOTY material. However it is a decent enough low cost military FPS shooter. Very much like the old delta
force series, it is best described as functional. Sadly it is let down by some bugs as well as twitchy mouse sensitivity. The AI also
has room for improvement. Graphics are also pretty low-fi.

However for the cost of the game, it is a fun enough time filler as long as you don't expect a CoD killer. If you are looking for
something more modern and challenging, then keep on looking. If you want something with an old-skool vibe then this is worth
a look.. Steam ,stubornly insists that it's thumbs up or thumbs down with the games it brings us..Codename: Panzers,Phase Two
and the other two Codename :Panzers games in the package are prime examples of why more degrees of choice are required
with some games. Ok the AFV models are excellent, interesting odd ball types of vehicles,yep, there is a T26B and a BA-32-2
and I believe that's a VZ semi track recovery vehicle.
 But the spoken chat is truly terrible.. Thanks minion ,that's the 1000th time you have told me the enemy is sighted in your
annoying poofie voice and sticking an "a" sound after an English word doesn't make it Italian.The acting is embarrasingly
bad.Conversely the maps are large and look good enough .The missions are predictable but not totally silly.The game looks ok,
old sure, but clear and quite satisfactory, battle sounds ok as well , music(part of the package) but obviously not that stirring
because I cann't recollect any at all .Battles take place at extremely close range , ridiculously close range .
Apart from not running the opening unless you click no problems .glitches ,or crashes it's fine there and easy enough to get set
up and into the game..Conversely you can not play the Interesting Partisan game until you have completed the two previous 
campaigns.Why? I've payed for all the game not for 2\/3rds of it. That really bugs me.....
 Ok why thumbs up or thumbs down? For me its only the interesting AFV that do it. Not much else,damned by faint praise
perhaps?. Very fun platformer/puzzler. About 40 levels with challenge, but not total frustration. Check out them demo for a
good taste.. A green cat, a bunch of impassable levels, random level generation, burned nerve cells - that's what this game is. Oh,
forgot to say that all the achievements unlock will be very difficult.
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